
SPIRITUAL VITALITY

CHURCH

PLANTER

CHECKLIST
Y M N

Do you live out the Bible?

Is your faith growing?

Does your faith allow you to take risks,

trusting in God's provision?

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY* Y M N

Are your marriage and family thriving?

Do you prioritize your spouse?

Do you engage with and help your

children grow spiritually?

RELATIONAL SKILLS Y M N

Can you meet and engage new people?

Do you effectively manage conflict?

Can you identify and express your

emotions in appropriate ways?

CHOOSE YES,
MAYBE, OR NO

FOR EACH
QUESTION 

Are you ready to start a new church?
This checklist can give you a sense of
whether or not now is the time to start

your journey!

*if applicable



CATALYTIC LEADERSHIP Y M N

Can you create something brand new?

Can you equip and train leaders?

Can you clearly communicate and

inspire others towards a common goal?

COMMUNICATION Y M N

Can you inspire others to give?

Do you clearly and accurately

communicate God's Word?

Can you gather groups of people?

DISCIPLE MAKING Y M N

Do you interact with unbelievers?

Can you make disciples who make

disciples?

Do you regularly share God's Word?

DIRECTIONAL CLARITY Y M N

Do you have a clear sense of calling?

Do you know who you are trying to

reach?

Is God's call to plant evident to you?



WORK ETHIC Y M N

Are you internally motivated?

Are you resilient?

Can you consistently set and achieve

goals?

CONTEXTUAL AWARENESS Y M N

Are you a student of local and popular

culture?

Do you understand the needs and

opportunities in your community?

PERSONAL CAPACITY Y M N

Can you grasp new ideas quickly?

Are you flexible?

Can you create and draw from a

network to help you realize a vision?

IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO.. .

20 or more questions, you might be ready to start a

church! 

13-20 questions, a residency might be the perfect next

step! 

Fewer than 13 questions, never fear! You can take

Stadia's in-depth assessment for additional clarity.

Go to

stadiachurchplanting.org/plant 
to start your journey today!

Go to stadiachurchplanting.org/plant
to take next steps!

 Get started today at 
stadiachurchplanting.org/residency 

. . .HERE'S WHAT TO DO!


